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Preface
This research was undertaken in response to the many
1

questions raised by Black social work students concerning the need
for Black content to be

in~luded

Portland State University.

Black

in the social work curriculum at
s~udents

at social work institu

tions throughout the country are presently attempting to develop a
curriculum that will improve the delivery of
Black community.
pag~s

so~ial

services in the

Therefore, we have developed ,in the following

a rationale and a suggested model for the introduction of

appropriate Black content into the social work curriculum.
The words of Herbert Aptekar,

Dean of the School·of·

Social Work at University of Hawaii, are 'especially relevant in
this regard.

He.recently stated that there are five main parties

in arty curriculum reconstruction endeavor:
.•• the student,body, the instructional staff, the
professional school as a whole (i~cluding its
curriculum .committee, administrative officers,
and non-faculty advisory groups), the University
at iarge, and the community and society of which
all of the above are separate parties. 1
Significantly, Dean Aptekar

puts its importance in the informal

curriculum (what students learn on their own) as well as in the
formal

one~

iii

It may seem to be grant~ng too ,big a role to say
that they should play a central part in changes
in the curriculum, but is it? If one recognizes
that the essential purpose of the curriculum is
to develop a generation of professionals who have
a capacity to contribute to the profession, then
one must raise the question, where and when do
they start contributing? Certainly they cannot
start as passive recipients of the knowledge and
wisdom of their elders. They must start as
actual givers of what they bring in their role
as students. 2
This philosophy represents essentially the basics from which this
,research project was initiated.
th~se

This project was undertaken by

researchers during their second year of study for the Master

of Social Work degree at Portland State University School of Social
Work.
The primary purpose of this study is, in general, to
inform schools of social work of a method to include Black content
within their curricula, and in particular to sensitize the faculty
at Portland State University to 'the importance of including Black
content into the school's curriculum.
In this research design, a select population was used as
well as a specific body of knowledge from the Human Behavior and
Social Environment sequence to develop a model to introduce Black
content in the social work curriculum.

iv

Scope and Method of Study
This research project is an exploratory study of the need for
Black content to be included in the curricula of schools of social work.
This study stems in part from the researchers' desire to sensitize th~
faculty and student body at Portland State University to a deeper under
standing of the cultural, psycho-socio, socio-psycho, and historical
attributes of the Black population in order to:
1.

Improve the delivery of social services to the Black community.

2.

Improve the professional competence of the school's future
graduates.

This study also reflects a significant concern set forth by th~
Council on Social Work Education concerning ethnic minority content in
the social work, curriculum which states that each:'
school of social work must mak~ a special continual
effort to enrich its program by'providing racial,
ethnic, and cultural di~ersity in its student body
and at all levels of instructional and research
personnel, and by providing corresponding, educa
tional support. 3
This study will be reported in three parts. The first part
consists of an analysis of data which was a result of a questionnaire
administered to recipients of Aid to Dependent Children who received
service~ at the Albina Multi-Service Center. ,The questionnaire surveyed
their attitude~ toward schools of social work training future profes
sionals. The second part consists of an analysis of a workshop which
surveyed attitudes of social work practitioners in the Model Cities
area regarding the need to include Black content in schools of social
work curricula. Part three is a proposed course 'content model for a
Human Behavior and Social Environment sequence and also a model for
the integration of Black content in the, Social Research, Social Po.licy,
and Social' Work Practice sequences. 'A,critical examination and review
of literature that can 1;>e used to teach this 'content is included in
t'he appendix.
Methodology
Data was gathered from three different sources. In June, 1973,
a questionnaire was designed to be administered to recipients of Aid
to Dependent Children who receive social services at the Albina Multi
Service Center in Northeast Portland. During the months of July and
August, planning was underway at Portland State University to
conduct a mini workshop entitled, "Black Content in the
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Social Work Curriculum." Throughout. the mont4s of june, July, and
August of 1973, the .researchers were also reviewing 'literature that
could be used to begin development of Black' content in the social
work curriculum at Portland State University.
Figures representing the total population of families who
are receiving Aid to Dependent Children were obtained from the
manager of the Children's Services Division at the Albina Multi
Service Center. At the time of the survey, there were two thousand
one hundred and twenty-seven families (2,127) receiving A.D.C. Of
that total population, a random sample of one hundred A.D.C. reci
pients were given a questionnaire to complete while visiting the
Center during the month of September.
On September 7, 1973, a mini workshop of social work practi
tioners was held at the Albina Multi~Service Center. The practitioners'
participating in .the workshop were randomly selected from a list of
practitioners employed in the Model Cities area of Northeast Portland.
A random sample of thirty practitioners were invited to attend the
workshop.
Throughout the d~ta collection the research staff held a
number of joint meetings in, order to pool notes and information,'
check individual impressions, and attempt to systematize data as
well as impressions.
'
Limitations of the Study
The major limitations of the study may be summarized in two
categories: those having to do with the scope and method of the
stuqy and those having to do with the methods and time employed for
gathering and analyzing data. Theselimitatio'ns should serve, as
overall guidelines for the interpretation of the ~ata collected as.
well as factors to be considered in drawing any conclusions from
the findings.
.
The several limiting factors are,:
1.

The scope of the study was limited by the selection and size
of the population surveyed. It was confined to a random
sample of one hundred recipients of Aid to Dependent Children
receiving services at the Albina Multi-Service Center, which
serves the Model Cities are? in the city of Portland, Oregon.

2.

The review of the literature examined to develop the course
content model in this study is limited to a specific body of
knowledge due to a lack of research and curriculum develop
ment in this general area.

- 2 
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3.

Finally, the method used to gather data', i.e., the Choice!

of a paper and pencil questionnaire excluded an important
variable which we failed to consider when designing the
study. A measurable portion of the population surveyed
was considered 'illiter?te, which required the researchers
to' administer the questionnaire verbally.
Findings
Description of Sample
At the time the study was conducted there were a total of three
thousand four hundred and forty-eight (3,448) families receiving public
assistance. Of these families, two thousand one hundred and twenty-seven
(2,127) families were receiving Aid to Dependent Ghildren.
A random sample of one hundred families who received Aid to Depen
d'ent Ch,ildren were administered questionnaires related to whether or not
there is a need for Black content in social work education. Of the one
hundred families surveyed, eighty-two (82) families responded. Of these
families, 8.4 percent were males and 91.5 percent were females. The
respondents' ages ranged from sixteen to fifty years with the median age
being 26.7 The age qnd sex distribution of the respondents is illustrated
in Table I.

TABLE I
'Age and Sex Distribution of Respondents
Years of Age

Males'

Females

Total

16-20

22

26.8%

21-25

20

24.4

1

1.2%

21

26-30

17

20.7

2

2.4

19

31-35

3

3.7

1

1.2

4

36-40

7

8.5

41-45

3

3.7

2

2.4

5

46-50

3

3.7

1

1.2

4

- 0 -

o-

22,

7

N=82
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Percentages in Table I were rounded off indicating the total
percentage as being 99.9 percent. The true sum of the percentage
is equal to 100 percent.
The marital status of these families is shown in Table II.
Of the families surveyed, the highest percentage of the .families
were single-parent families.
TABLE II
Marital Status of A.D.C. Families
Marital Status

Number of Respondents

Percentage of Respondents

38

46.3%

Single
Vlidow

6

7.3

18

22.0

Married

9

11.0

Divorced

11

13.4

Separated

N=82

100.0%

Table III represents the educational status of the eighty
two families participating in the study. 40.7 percent of the
families had attained grade levels ten through eleven, while only
31 percent of the families were high school graduates or· above.
TABLE III .
Educational Status of Families with Aid to Dependent Children
Educational
Level

Number of
Respondents

Percentage of.
R~sponden t·s

5 Grades

5

7.0%

9 Grades

11

13.4

10-- 11 Grades

33

40.2

High School Graduate

26

31.0

7

8.5

0

0.0

0
6

-

1 -

3 Years of College

College Graduate

N=82

100.0%
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Analysis of Data
This part of the study has been designed to survey attitudes
of social work consumers and social work practioners concerning the
need for Black content in social work education. This analysis will
be divided into two parts., The first will include the responses of
the recipient,s of Aid to Dependent Children, and the second will
include the responses of social work practitioners. These responses
are listed in,several categories: Black Content in Social Work
Education, Black Family Life, and Living Conditions in the Black
Community, Black Clients and Non-Black Social Workers, and The
Recruitment of Black Social Work Students and Faculty in the Schools
and the Profession of Social Work Education. The following report
of findings includes o,nly the responses' of A.p.C. recipients.
In examining the aspect of Black Content 1n Social Work Edu
cation, our 'findings show a significantly ~igh percentage of respond
ents agreeing that school~ o,f social work should include Black
content in the curriculum as well, as teaching cou,rses in Black history.
100 percent of the respondents' agree that schools of social work
should include Black content in the curriculum while 97.6 percent
agree that social work'students should take classes in Black history.
These findings support the need for schools of social work to
include Black content in social work education.
Black Family Life
Black content in social work education should include the
life experiences and liv1ng conditions of the Black family. The
respondents were asked·' to respond to the following statements con- ,
cerning the distinction between White and Black family life in
America:
1.

Black family life is different than White family life.

2.

Blacks experience different life experiences than Whites.

3.

A Black child raised in Black family develops differently
than a White child raised in a White family.

Tables IV through VI indicate the responses of the respond
ents to the above statements.
TABLE IV
A.D.C. Families'Responses to the Statement:
"Black family life is different than White family life."
Type of Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of Respondents

Agree
Disagree

76
6

92.7%

N=82

100.0%

7.3
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TABLE V
A.D.C. Families' Responses to the Statement:
"Blacks experience different life experiences than Whites."
Type of Response
Agree
Disagree

Number of Respondents

Percentage of Respondents

75
7

91.4%
8.6

N=82

100.0%

TABLE VI
A.D.C. Families' Respdnses to the Statement:
"A Black child raised in a Black family develops
differently than a White cJ:ild raised in a White family."
Type of Response
Agre~

Disagree

Number of Respondents

Percentage of Respondents

75
7

91.4%
8.6

N=82

100.0%

The above findings show that a very small percentage of the
respondents disagree that Black family life is different than White
family life, and that Black experience different life experiences
than Whites. Of the respondents who disagree that Black family life
is different from White family life, 3.6 percent of the 8.6 percent
were in the 40--50 age range. This age range represents the older
respondents among the A.D.C. families participating in this study.
91.4% of the respondents agree that living conditions in the Black
community are different than conditions in other communities.
Black

and Non-Black Social Workers

Cli~nts

The question of Black and non-Black social workers working
with Black clients is of cqnsiderable interest to the profession of
social work. In this study, we sought to ascertain the preference
of Black clients to Black or non-Black social workers. 89;1% of
the respondents agree that Black clients would be better off if
they had Black caseworkers while 10.9% disagree with the statement.
80.5% of the respondents agree that non-Black social workers do not
work effectively with Black clients, and 19.5% disagree with the
statement. This is illustrated in Table VII.
TABLE VII
A.D.C. Families' Responses to the Statement:
"Non-Black social workers do not work effectively with Black clients."
Type of Response
Agree
Disagree

Number of Respondents
66
16

Percentage of Respondents
80.5%
19.5%
100.0%

N-82
- 6 -
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Recruit~ent

of Black Faculty and Students in Schools of Social Work

The data in Tables VIII and IX strongly support the need for
the recruitment of Black faculty and students in social work educa
tion. 98.8 percent of the respondents agree that schools of social
work should employ Black teachers, and 98.8 percent also agree that
the field of social work needs more Black social workers. This is
illustrated in Tables VIII and IX.
TABLE VIII
A.D.C. Families' Responses to the Statement:
"Schools of social work that train social work.ers
should employ Black instructors."
Type of Response
Agree
Disagree

Number of Respondents
81
1

Percentag~

of Respondents
98.8%
1.2
100.0%

TABLE IX
A.D.C. Families' Responses to the Statement:
"The field of social work needs more Black workers."
Type of Response
Agree
Disagree

Number of Respondents

Percentage of Respondents

81
1

98.8%
1.2

N=82

100.0%

The findings from the questionnaire indicate that consumers
'of Aid to Dependent Children are of the opinion that Black content
should be integrated within curricula of schools of social work.
To determine whether this is also a dominant theme among
social work practitioners the mini workshop was planned to focus on
the topic, "Black content in social work education at Portland State
.University. " Th~ workshop took place at the Albina Multi-Service
Center in Portland, Oregori, September 7:, 1973. The participants
included social work practitione~s, graduate social work students,
and agency representatives.
An informal introduction dealing with the rationale and
purpose of the workshop was given by Kay Toran, Assistant Professor
of Social Work at Portland State University. Three graduate social
work students from Portland State University, Dorothy Baker, Alex
Richberg, and Isaac White, were facilitators of the workshop group
discussion.
.
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The workshop discussion was focused on the following questions:
What is Black content?
How should it be integrated into the curriculum?
Wh9 should be responsible for the implementation?
Should there be a time schedule for the implementation of
Black content in social work education?
The highlight of the discussion group was the identification
of several issues that appear to be pertinent to social work educa
tion at Portland State University. The general issues discussed
were as follows:
1.

That Black people are Afr~can people and that Black behavior
be defined from a historic~l experience;

2.

That institutional racism, capitalizm, imperialism, and
colonialism are all forms of. oppression that contribute to
the social problems that are experienced by Black clients;

'3.

That the social problems that confront Black people from
day to day are problems that were created and developed by
a system that has historically oppressed and exploited
Black people;

4.

That present medical and psycho-analytical modesl of social
work practice, emphasize the disorganization and pathology
of the individual. They inclusively fail to deal with the
disorganization and pathology of the larger social, economic,
and political system. It is this oppressive condition that
prevents the total liberation of Black people;

5.

That the nature and function of Black content in social work
education would 'require structural changes within the total
system of social work education.

In addition to these issues the discussion group identified,
as major obstacles in social work education at Portland State Uni
versity, problems surrounding the recruitment and retention of
Black faculty and students, and the development of funding resources
for the implementation of Black content.
Though the discussion centered around these problem areas, .
solutions to these conc~rns were not the major products of the
discussion.
Several suggestions and strategies for the implementation of
Black content in social work education were presented at the end of
the workshop·discussion. These suggestions will be further discussed
in the conclusion of this report.
- 8 

The sample o[ thirty social work practitioners in the Model
Cities neighborhood were selected' randomly and mailed questionnaires
concerning the need for Black content to be included in social work
curricula. Of the thirty questionnaires mailed, a total of twenty
three were completed and returned. 65.1 percent of these practitioners
were males and 34.9 percent were females. The practitioners ranged
from 25 to 59· years of age with the median age being 36.8 years.
82.7 percent of them were Black and 17.3 were White. The age and
sex distribution of the social work practitioners is illustrated in
Table X.
TABLE X
Ag.e and Sex Distribution of Social Work Practitioners
Years of Age

Total

Male

Female

25--29

1

4·.4%

6

26%

7

30--34

1

4.4

3

13

4

35--39

2

8.7

3

13

5

40--44

0

-0-

1

4.4

1

45--49

1

4.4

2

8.7

3

50--54

0

-0-

0

-0-

0

55--59

3

13.0

0

-0-

3
N-23

Table XI represents the educational status of the twenty
practitioners in this study. 82.6 percent of the practitioners
have attain~d'post15raduate level education.
thr~e'

TABLE XI'
Educational Status of Social Work Practitioners
Educational
Levels

Number of
Practitioners

Some College

3

13.0%

College Graduate

1

4.4

19

82.6

Postgraduate

Percentage of
Practitioners

N=23

100.0%
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The following findings include the responses of the social
work practitioners and.their attitudes toward the need to include
Black content in social work education
100 percent of the social work practitioners 'agree that
schools of social work should make a special effort to include
Black history within the curriculum as a requirement. These find
ings also support the contention that schools of social work also
should include Black content in their curricula.
95.6 percent of the social work practitioners agreed that
Black family life is different than White family life and that Blacks
experience different life experiences than Whites, while 4.4 percent
disagre~.
This is illustrated in Tables XII and XIII.
TABLE XII
Social Work Practitioners' Responses to the Statement:
"Black family life is different than White family life."
Type of
Response

Number of
Respondents

Agree

22

18

4

95.6%

Disagree

1

1

0

4.4%

Black
Practitioners

White
Practitioners

N=23

Percentage of
Respondents

100.0%

TABLE XIII
Social Work Practitioners' Responses to the Statement:
"Blacks experience different life experiences than Whites."
Type of
Response

Number of
Black
Respondents 'Prac ti tioners

.White
Practitioners

Percentage of
Respondents

Agree

22

18

4

95.6%

Disagree

1

1

0

4.4

N=23

100.0%

A high percentage of social work practitioners also agreed
that a Black child raised in a Black family develops differently
than a White child raised in a White family. (See Table XIV.)
The findings shown in Table XIV indicate that a high per
centage of the social work practitioners also agree that life
experience and living conditions in.. the Black community are different
than life experiences in other communities. One of the unique
- 10 
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differences that exist in the Black co.mmunity is the special dialect.
All o.f the so.cial wo.rk practitio.ners agree ~hat so.cial wo.rkers
sho.uld be aware o.f language differences when working with Black
clients.

TABLE XIV
So.cial Wo.rk Practitio.ners' Respo.nses to. the Statement:
"A Black child raised in a Black family develo.pes
di~ferently than a White child raised in a White family."
Type o.f
Respo.nse
. Agree
Disagree

Number o.f
Respo.ndents

Black
Practitio.ners

White
Practitio.ners

Percentage of
Respo.ndents

20

,16

,4

87.0%

3

3

0

13.0%
100.0%

N=23

95.6 percent o.f the so.cia1 wo.rk practitio.ners agree that
so.cial services in the Black connnunity do. no.t adequately meet the
needs o.f Black clients. This finding stro.ngly suggests that new
metho.ds o.f so.cial wo.rk interventio.n are needed in the delivery o.f
so.cia1 services to. Black clients. 100 percent o.f the so.cial work
practitio.ners surveyed suppo.rted the need fo.r scho.o.ls o.f social
wo.rk to. develo.p new metho.ds o.f so.cial wo.rk interventio.n te'chniques
with Black clie~ts.
17.3 percent of so.ci~l work practito.ners disagree with the
statement that mo.st Black peo.ple wo.uld be better o.ff if they had
Black ca$ewo.rkers, while 82.7 percent o.f so.cial wo.rk practitio.ners
agree to. this st<:itement. 'Fhe 17.3 percent that disagree are all
Black social work practitio.ners within the median age range o.f the
sample. This find~ng is illustrated in 'Table xv.
TABLE XV

So.c'ial Wo.rk Practitio.ners' Respo.nses to. the Statement:
"With things as they are, mo.st Black peo.ple wo.uld
be better o.ff if they had Black casewo.rkers."
Type
o.f
Respo.nse

Nwnber
o.f
Respo.ndents

Black
Practitio.ners

White
Practi
tio.ners

Percentage
o.f
Respo.ndents

Median Age
o.f
Respo.ndents

Agree
Disagree

19

15

4

4

4
0

82.7%
17.3

36.2
39.4

N=23

100.0%
- 11 
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All of the social work practiti~ners agree that the social
work profession needs more Black practitioners and that schools of
social work that train social workers should employ more Black
instructors. These findings support the need for the recruitment
of the re~ention of Black faculty and students in schools of social
work education.
This research project set out to prove the need for Black
content, to be included in the curriculum of schools of social work.
Both surveyed group$, A.D.C. recipients and practitioners, indicated
significantly that this content should be integrated into the
curriculum.
The' results of the survey indicate also that the age, sex
and rac~ variables had no significant influence on the responses of
the consumers or the practitioners.
Based on the results of th~s study, it appears that there
is a need for Bla~k co~tent to be included in social work education
programs. Because of this need', the following model has been
designed as a means of integrating this content into the curriculum.

'I
I
I
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For many years, schools of social work have been operating under
the assumption that social workers should be competent to practice in
any community. However, sc~ools have not included in their curriculum,
the necessary content to ensure this competency within the Black
community.
Presented in the following pages are course models which can be
used to develop courses in the four major sequences in schools of social
work. Primary emphasis will be on the effects of institutional racism,
colonialism, and capitalism on the social, psychological, economical,
and political development of the Black family and the Black community.
Proposed Models
The majority of the social issues and problems that confront
Black Americans today are a direct result of their being an oppressed
minority wit~in Anglo-American society.
Black Americans in this country are the greatest
victims of racist attitudes and practices ••••
Racism continues to deny the Black man the vital
recognition of· human dignity; equal protection of
the law; equal access to opportunity; equal justice
in the judicial process; equal housing; equal
health opportunities; and equa~ ·educational oppor
tunities in integrated settings. 4
Its implications for social work education are expressed in the
following examples:
1.

There is little difference between the ghetto and the old
African colonies. The military is the police, the mercan
tile is the White ghetto storekeeper who exploits the
community and takes the money back to the suburbs, and the
missionary is the social worker who helps the Blacks to
'adjust' to'their state of.oppr,ession. 5

2.

Social work theory still insists that the socio-psychological
environment of Black Americans is the same -- or is certainly
only a shade different from '-- the-environment of White Ameri
cans. In spite of the continuous hostility heaped on Blacks
solely because they are Black (in addition to all the normal
pressures of life), most social work theorists persist in
contending that Blacks do not develop some unique responses or
do not have different needs or physical requirements from Whites
Such theorists arrogantly submit that this body of response is
not worth attention equal to that given the body of

~
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response is not worth attention equal to that given
the body of socio-psychological knowledge undergirding social
work curricula for work with clients {often called the
"general public").6
3.

• •. in working with Black clients White practitioners
tend to relate themselves only to the responsible
Negroes--those who agree to behave White and think
White. When a Black person deviates from this expec
tation, he immediately tends to be thrust into the
role of militant with all the anxiety-producing
characteristics that White people have as~igned this
role. In reality, such a response says, "I will love
you and help you if you agree to continue to hate
yourself!"7

. The crucial factor involved in social work education is the
Black person's perception of social work. Within the Black community
there is deep. antagonism towards social work and social workers, and
a repudiation of it, along with the rest of White society, as an
instrument of oppression. 8
Indeed it is the contention of this research group that social
work education should become more sensitive to this antagonism that
exists among the Black population. This simply means that social
work education must become sensitive to the strengths, problems,
needs, and the total liberation of Black people.
Therefore, it must include the necessary curriculum that will
expose students to the skills necessary for the liberation of Black
people. It must prepare students who will be committed to social
change and have the connnittment arid competence to deal with social
problems and institutional ra~ism. For Portland State University
this can partially be achieved by including Black content in four
basic sequences, and developing content that can also be taught in
'courses outside these sequences. Listed below is
model for inte~
gration of Black content into the Social Environment and Human
Behavior sequence, the Social Welfare Policy sequence, and the Social
Work Practice sequence, and the Social Research sequence.

a

Content which shall be included in the four sequences will
relate to any cultural knowledge about the Black experience that
both complements and enhances significant elements already included
in the sequences: Human Behavior and Social Environment, Social Work
Practice, Social Work Policy, and Social Work Research.
The Human Behavior and Social Environment sequence can use
a comparative approach to define commonalities and differences in :
patterns of socialization, family structure, cultural values and
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orientation as well as class differences among Blacks, minorities,
and Whites. Students will develop awareness and understanding of
the stereotypes, fallacies, myths, and misconceptions abou·t the '
Black population which have been 'perpetuated by social scientists
and practitioners over the course of time. lO
Special emphasis will be given in this sequence to the fact
that Blacks were brought to this country as slaves and that the
Judeo-Christian White 'society, seeking a rationale for the enslave
ment of human beings, cited the blackness of the slaves as indicative
of inherent inferiority. Thus 'Black' was equated with inferiority
consequently excluding the Black man from the major institutions
within this society.ll Consequently this experience has had devas
tating effects on the social and psychological development of the
Black family and the Black cOJ!.lllluriity.'
The Human Behavior and Social Environment sequenc'e described
below is an introductory course designed to increase students'
awareness of the.culture, values,. and history of the Black population.
SEQUENCE:

Human Behavior and Social Environment

COURSE TITLE:

Human Behavior and Adaptation in the Black Family

This is an introductory course on the study of the origin,
history, c~lture" and adaptation of the Black family in Anglo
America.
Introduction:
The ~ri~ry focus of this course will be to explore, evaluate,
and examine the culture, history, language, values, and norms of the
Black family. It is intended that particular attention will be
given, to racism as a vital social problem affecting the psyche as
weil as the socio-economic status of the'Black family. Primary
attention wiJ-l be given to adaptive behavior patt'erns, ego develop-:,
ment, and coping mechanisms developed by the'Black family as survival
tools in a pathological ,and dysfunctional society.
Objective:
The broad objectives of this course are:
1.

To provide information about the historical development of
racism and the Black family.

2.

To demonstrate the strengths of the Black family in spite of
the adverse effe9ts of slavery and discrimination.
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3.

e.xamine the cultural and environmental fac tors that influ
ence behavior and personality development of the Black family.

To

The learning objectives for students are:
1.

To demonstr~te an understanding of the Black family's long
history of denial, exploitation, and oppression.

2.

To demonstrate an awareness of the cultural factors affecting
the psychological development of the Black family.

3., To demonstrate an understanding of racism and its impact on
ego development and maturation.
4.

To be able to identify adaptive ~ehavior patterns, and coping
developed by the Black family in response to
environmental stresses.

me~hanisms

The diagram below represents the model from which this course
can be taught. This model presents a socio-psycho1ogica1 approach
to assessing personality development and socio-economic status of
the Black family.

Ghetto
Psychology

Social
Institutions

Black
,Adaptive
Functionality

African
Humanism

Acculturation
and Cultural
Conflict

Black Personality
Development

Black
Awareness
and
Black Power
Liberation

Social
Structure
and
Social
Policy
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Listed below is an explanation of t~e concepts included- in
this model. These concepts will be developed further during the
instruc·tion and implementation of the proposed course. '
1.

African Humanism

African Humanism is 'a concept that describes and explains
the Black family's early African way ,of life. It provides a his
torical understanding of Black family life, Black value system, and
Black behavior. African Humanism offers an insight into the African
nature of the Black family structure, patterns of behavior, and
B1ack life style. To understand this concept is vitally necessary
if one is to understand the significance of African culture in the
. life style of Black Americans.
2.

Ghetto Psychology

Ghetto psychology is the science that deals with the inferior
schools, substandard housing, menial jobs, unemployment, delinquency,
narcotic addiction, poor health care, homicide, and adult crime in
the Black community. The reason for these conditions can be traced
to the social pathology of a society that needs to maintain these
conditions. Social work education must' expose students to the
realities of sueh a psychology in order to ensure that students are
competent to deal with these realities.
'
3.

Black Personality Development

Black personal~ty development must be understood, analyzed,
and assessed from the early slave experience which alienated, colo
nized, and oppressed Black people. Social work education must
recogp.ize that societal economic forces and the resultant institu
tional rae.ism mci.y be a major factor that creates stress in Black
communities and limits the realization of potential in Black
individuals. 12
Leon Chestang points out the significant effect of institu
tional racism on Black personality development. He defines injustice,
inconsistency and impotence as three crucial 'conditions that affect
character development in the Black personality. For example,· he
describes the effect of impotency on character development as follows:
The fruits of impotence are a loss of autonomy, a
diminished sense of self-worth, and low self-esteem.
The feeling of impotence generates fear, inadequacy,
and insecurity, which transcend all classes of Blacks.
These feelings, while more behaviorally apparent among
poor Blacks, are no less real to Blacks of middle and
upper income levels. This is true only because our
- 17 

society assigns all Black people to a single category,
regardless of attainments, income, or any. criteria by
wbich it extends recognition. A Black person's poten
tial. for ego enhancement· is always reduced by the need
to question whether recognition represents an acknow
ledgement of his contribution or the expediency of
adhering to guide lines and meeting quotas. 13
Social work.ed~cation needs to expose students to all the
forces affecting Black development to ensure that students use the
most appropriate intervention technique when treating and under
standing Black clients.
4.

Black Power

Black Power is a concept that was.carved and coined for Black
people by. Black people. It describes an awakening, an awareness. a
consciousness, and a movement by oppressed Black people. The quest
for Black power deno·tes that· the Black population 'will no longer
accept tokenism or any for~.of oppression by Anglo America. Black
people are seeking liber·ation and power to plan and control their
own destinies. The concept Black Power includes many things, but
for social work education it can best be described to mean the
following: Froviding social work students with the necessary con
tent in the social work curriculum that will prepare them to be
advocates for Black people in the pursuit of Black power--equality!
5.

Acculturation and

Cu~tural

Conflict

This concept will expose students to the dynamics of cultural
fusion in a dominant "Anglo World." .The social acculturation pro
cess among Black Americans is not necess~rily self-wished, nor self
imposed but is rather a pro~ess forced upon Blacks by an Anglo soci
ety that fails to accept, know, and underst~nd Black Americans.
6.

Black Adaptive Functionality

There are three characteristics of Black behavior which are
key elements in understanding the above· concept. These three charac
teristics are as follows:
1.

The history of en~lavement, exploitation, and discriminatory
practices against the Black family.

2.

The development of coping mechanisms by the family for sur
vival under these oppressive conditions.

3.

The adaptation of the Black family to survive and remain
functional in this society denotes great strength. All of
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the three characteristics above make up the concept, "Black
Adaptive Functionality" and will be~ further examined to
increase social work students' aw~reness of functional
adaptive behavior patterns developed by Blacks in a dysfunc
tional society.
7.

Social Institutions

The concept of social institutions and their influence on
the Black family must be understood and approached from a dual opera
tional context. Dual operational context includes the influences
of major institutions in the wider White society and major institu
tions in the Black community that affect the psychology, health,
economy, education, and the total welfare of the Black family. For
example, th~ church is considered one of the basic social institu
tions in the Blac~ community. It has served as a model for rein
forcing positive self concept and self esteem in the Black family,
'while social instit~tions o~tside of the Black community have his
torically excluded the Black family from equal participation and
active involvement in their operations. It is .vitally necessary
that social work students begin to understand the interplay that is
apparent between these two groups' major institutions.
8.

Social Structure and Social Policy

Social structure and social policy are concepts that must
be analyzed to determine the influence or impact each has on Black
family life and the community. Social workers need to have some
knowledge and insight into how social structure (the Black church;
care of the young, elderly; values) affects life styles, and
decision-making of Black people. In addition, workers need to be
cognizant of social policy which may be functional· for one group,
but be quite destructive and dysfu~ctionai to the growth and
development of Black individuals. ~ocial work education must pre
pare students to critically examine t~ese areas to be effective in
working. in the community.
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The Social Welfare Policy sequence will include a historical
perspective of the values and systems of racism and capitalism and
its impact on the economic security and profile of the ,Black community.
It will also include conceptual knowledge about the national, so~ial,
and economic policy which accounts for the plight of Black people. 14
Topics of basic significance in this sequence will include the inter
action of the Black community with social welfare systems; the history
of Blacks in social welfare; and the history and impact of Black
organizations on social policy. Special attention will be given to
racist policies and practices and their impact on the survival of
the Black community.
Content dealing with social policy that is a result of, or
reaction to racism shall also be included in this sequence. An
example of this can be seen in education "compensatory" programs.
These programs are geared toward building the skills and changing
the attitudes of ghetto children. These p.rograms are not designed
to force structural change,s within the school system which contri
bute to the problems the children are experiencing in schoo.l.
Another example of social policy that deals with the symptom rather
than the cause is in community mental health programs. Within these
programs the tendency is for the clinician to attempt to strengthen
the Black family through working with egos 'and psyches rather than
dealing with the sociological problems that'are a result of racist
practices--unemployment, improper inadequate housing, improper
nutrition, and poor health. 15 This sequence will expose students
to the impact of social policy on Blacks in general and on poor
Bla~ks specifically.
SEQUENCE:

Social Welfare Policy

COURSE TITLE:

The Black Community and Social Policy

this is a course on the development of social welfare policy
programs and services in the Black community.
Introduction:
~his course will attempt to sensitize students to the linkage
between\poverty, policy, and race.\ It will focus on an examination
of social policy and how it effects the economic, political, and
social development of the Black community. Primary emphasis will
be on the Black community's perception of racism in terms of social
policy and their response to racism through institutional change,
community control, and alternative proposal for liberation and
justice.
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Course Objectives:
The broad objectives of this cQurse are:
1.

To acquaint ~tudents with the myth of national social and
economic policy on the alleviation of poverty.

2.

To demonstrate the interrelatedness of racism and capitalism
on current welfare policy.,

3.

To examine the current trends in policies and social services
progr.am and how they affect the welfare of the Black community.
The learning objectives of this course are:

1.

To demonstrate an understanding of the history of institutional
racism as a structural control in national policy that affects
the Black community.

2.

To demonstrate an awareness of the alternative programs,
proposals, and organization development by the Black community
in response to social policy and practices.

3.

To increase understanding and awareness of social policy that
attempts to de-ghettoize the Ghetto.

This model can be implemented with an introductory course
taught in the Social Work Policy sequence, entitled "The Black
Community' and Social Policy." The model from which this course can
be taught is represented in a following diagram. (See next page.)
The model will increase students awareness of the role and
function of social policy and programs in the Black community.
Programs in the model will be evaluated and anlyzed according to
the stated objectives in the proposed course content model. This
model will examine the influences and the development of poverty,
social policy and programs on the welfare of the Black community.
This means that special consideration will be given to social
policy and racism and its effects on the social, political and
economic development of the Black community. This model will expose
students to the realities of social policy in the Black community
and will introduce students to new models developed by Blacks as a
means of dealing with these realities, such as the Nation of Islam,
the National Welfare Rights Organization, and the Republic of New
Africa. The model represents a programmatic attempt to avoid deal
ing with racism.
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The Social Work Practice sequence will include knowledge from
the Human Behavior and Social Environment sequence. This sequ~nce
wiil expose students to treatment modalities and interventions based
on liberation rather than adjustment. Liberation will encompass
exposing students to the skills and knowledge necessary for the total
enrichment of Black family life. J. Chun and H. Stanback believe
that,
all of these skills should speak to changing, eliminating,
and crea'ting systems that cause or can solve problems of
Black,people. It must be ~nderstood that the target for
change is not simply within the Black community.16
Therefore, this sequence should expose students to the follow
ing themes for t4e treatment of Black clients:
a.

The appropriate determination ,of goals for Black clients;

b.

New means of forming treatment'contracts with inner city
clients;

c.

The effect of race and culture of the client upon treatment
planning and'methods;

d.

Issues presented by assigning a White worker or a Black
worker to a Black client;

e.

New modes for professional behavior when working with Black
clients;

f.

The impact of communication patterns of these clients upon
diagnosis and treatment;

g.

Critique of theoretical formulation and practice currently
employed with such clients, and

h.

New

treatment strategies for work in the inner city.17

The above themes can be implemented by requiring that students
participate in a third day of field practice. The third day of field
practice will consist of a seminar designed to provide students with
necessary skills and techniques for treating Black clients.
Listed below is a proposed seminar developed for a third day
of field practice at Portland State University.
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SEQUENCE:

Social Work Practice

.SEMINAR:

Social Work Intervention with Black Clients

The topic of the seminar will be "Social Work Intervention
With Black Clients." The seminar will combine discussion of case
histories, case studies, and process recordings of Black clients.
(The seminar will include Black clients, and .Black professionals,
and paraprofessionals as lecturers.)
The primary focus of this seminar will be to explore new
treatment modalities and intervention with Black clients. It is
intended that particular attention will be given to the ex~mination
of social problems and societal pathology as vital factors in estab
lishing treatment plans for Black clients. Thus, although there. will
be some discussion of literature with a broader coverage, an
experiential approach to problem solving with Black clients will be
the primary thrust of this seminar. Video taping, on-site visits
to the Black community, and rap sessions with Black clients will be
some of the key tools used for instruction in this seminar.
The seminar will be organized as follows:
1.

The first six weeks of the quarter, there will be
general discussions and reading relating to social work
intervention with the Black client.

2.

Meetings during the remaining pa~t of the quarter will
be devoted to video taping, and rap sessions ~ith
Black clients. To facilitate this, each student will
be expected to submit a proposal for a strategy for
social work intervention with Black clients.

3.

In addition to the abov~, each student will participate
in a group' project in the Black community that will
increase his understanding of life experiences and
liv~ng conditions·in the. Black community.

The learning objectives for students in this seminar are as
follows:
1.

To demonstrate an awareness of the effects of race and
racism on the helping interview.

2.

To identify the socio-economic factors and forces that
interfere with treatment planning for Black clients.

3.

To demonstrate an awareness of cultural differences that
affect diagnosis and treatment process of Black clients.
- 24 

4.

To demQnstrate an awareness of self and one's own reaction
to racial differences.

SEQUENCE:

Research

Research is a vitally important sequence within the School of
Social Work. The research experience in education lays the founda
tion for research as a professional. All students need to be taught
proper research techniques that will enabl~ them to do a meaningful
research.practicum or thesis which is a requirement for the degree.
Schools of social work will need to make it mandatory that a
number of research projects include. studies which are
completed in the Black community.

sign~ficant

A course model per se for the research sequence cannot be
developed. This is largely related to the fact that most research
pract~cums are individually conceived. However, it becomes the
schools' responsibility to direct students to those areas of life
where there exists a dearth of research data. This is certainly true
of Black communities. It is of great importance that sutdents have
a proper understanding of Black life before they begin research in
a Black community. One only needs to be reminded of the fallacious
Moniyhan report lS to understand the problems that may arise in
attempting to research a group without adequate knowledge and back
ground about that group.
There are currently many hypothesis which can be tested by
students that relate to the growth and development of Black individ
uals; Black family life; Black community development; social pro
grams; economic development; political power or powerlessness in
the Black community and on and on and on. It seems that any graduate'
school which is not having research completed in these and other
areas related to the urban population is seriously remiss in its
responsibility to students, the community, and the profession.
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Conclusion
The findings in this research study support conclusively the
hypothesis that there is a need for Black content to be included in
the curriculum of schools of social work. Course models have been
developed by this research group to give guidance and direction to
those schools of social work which are planning to include this
content in their educational program. The models, of course, repre
sent only a beginning. Though a beginning, the models do provide
a framework from which comprehensive courses in Black content can
be taught.
Schools must realize that the models alone will not be suffi
cient to achieve the objective of maki~g social work education more
relevant, i.e., establishing a curriculum that is representative of
the real world. In ,addition to the models, it is necessary that
schools have
r~presentative faculty as well as a representative
student body_ To be more specific; schools of social work must
hire Black faculty and have a significant number of Blacks enrolled
as students to insure that social work education is relevant and is
addressing pertine'ut Black issues.

a

These recommendations are made as a result of the activity and
involvement of this research group with recipients and practitioners.
The need for Black content has been proven; the conclusion has been
expressed. Now it is time for schools to ac't expeditiously and
begin' addressing that need. Hopefully, the proposed models will
provide to those schools the knowledge necessary to be successful
in this effort.
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APPENDIX

"7'h~ need for Black Content in
the social· ,work currlcu~um at
P~rtland state-University SchoOl
of Social Work - A (itJEST FOR '!'RUTH to improve. ,the q,el,:Lvery of social
service in the black community."

TOWARD .••..

the aevelopment or a new social
work theory based on liberation
rather ·than adjustment. An in
,creased awareness of the cuI ture
conte",t of." the' black family.

., -""'

r)'

-I.,

MODERATOR

1 : 00 - '1: 30 p. m•

Kay Toran, Asst-. Professor
P.S.U. School of Social Work

General Assembly -

Facilitator

I. White

Facilitator

A. Richberg

Facilitator

Dotty Ba ker

Facilitator

Kay Toran

Small Group Sessions

Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

- 4:30 -p.m.

3:30 p.m.

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Eight participants in each group
SESSION 1

'2:40

Ten Minute Break
SESSION 2

General Assembly

TOWARD .....
support efforts to -make P.S.U.
School of Social Work relevant
School of Social Work!

to the needs of black people •••
a new responsibility for P.S.U.

, "Black social work students

at Portland State University

believe that· the School of Social

Work should be providing social

work students with relevant and

viable education necessary for

the liberation of black people."

TOWARD .....•

introducing, developing and
incl·uding appropriate black
content in the social work
curriculium at P.S.U.

QUESTIONNAIRE I General Information
A.

Age

B.

Sex

1 Ma1e
2
C.

5

D.

Status

Single
2 Married
Widowed
4 Divorced
---Separated

----

Ethnic Background
1
3
5

E.

----

~1arital

1
3

------

Female

Black
2
Chicano
,4
Asian-American 6

White

Native--Am--er-1~'c-a-n--------

Other

----------~----

Are you currently employed?
1

Yes

3

If "Yes, ',I what is your occupation?

-----

2

No

4 If "No," what is your source of income?

----------------

F.

What is your approximate monthly income?
1

2
3
4
G.

I.

500--699
---700--899
900 or mo-r-e-----

------

Yes

--------

2'

No

---------

If "Yes," what group?
What is the highest grade completed i.n school?
1

2
3
J.

5
6
7

Are you affiliated with a religious' organization?
1

H.

Less than $200__
200--299
300--399
400--499

0--5
6--9
10--11

4 High School Graduate ___________
5 1--3 Years College _____________
----~---

6

College Graduate

How many members are in your immediate
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family~

----------

Listed below are some statements which some people agree to
and some disagree with. Please indicate to what extent you agree
or disagree with the following:
1.

Social workers should take classes in Black history.
__Strongly
Agree

2.

_Slightly
,Agree

Slightly
---:-Disagree

Strongly
--Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

Slightly
--Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agre~

_Slightly
Disagree

Strongly
--Disagree

Blacks experience different life experiences than Whites.
__Strongly
Agree

8.

__Strongly
'Disagree

.B1ack family life is different than White family life.
__StrQng1y
Agree

7.

Slightly
--DisagJ;ee

a special effort

Non.. . B1ack social workers do not work effectively with Black
clients.
__Strongly
Agree

6.

ma~e

With things as they are, most Black people would be better off
if they had Black caseworkers.
__Strongly
Agree

5.

_Slightly
Agree

__Strongly
, Disagree

Living conditions and life experiences in the Black community
are different than conditions in other communities.
Strongly
--Agree

4.

_Slightly
Disagree

Schools that train social workers should
to teach Black content.
__Strongly
Agree

3.

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

A Black child raised in a Black family develops differently
than a White child raised in a White family.
__Strongly
Agree

_'_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

,
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9 '.

White so'cial workers, need to understand Black history in the
U.S.A. to work effectively with Black clients.
Strongly
---'--'Agree

10.

wo~kers

_Slightly
Disagree

tend not to' trust

_~iightly

Ag:r ee

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree
Bla~k

clients.

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

Slightly
--Disagree

,Strongly
--Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

The field of social work needs more Black workers.
__Strongly
Agree

17.

_Slightly
Agree

Schools of social work that train social workers should: employ
Bla,ck teachers.
__Strongly
Agree

16.

__Strongly
Disagree

Social workers tend no,t to get involved with the Black community.
__Strongly
Agree

15.

Slightly
--'-Disagree

Social workers do not willingly assist Black clients.,
__Strongly
Agree

14.

_Slightly
Agree

Non-Black social
__Strongly
Agree

13.

__Strongly
Disagree

Non-Black soc.ial workers should be aware of language differences
with Black clients.
Strongly
--Agree '

12.

_Slightly
Disagree

Present social service in the Black community does not adequately
meet the needs of Black clients.
__Strongly
Agree

'11.

_Slightly
Agree

__Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

Strongly
--Disagree

School of social work that train social workers should include
Black clients to participate in classroom discussions, lectures,
and rap sessions.
__
Strongly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree
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__Strongly
Disagree

..

,

QUESTIONNAIRE / WORKSHOP PARTIC±P~S

General Information
A.

Age

B.

Sex
Male
Female

C.

Position Title
E;mployer

D.

E.

Ethnic Background
Black

White

Chicano

Native American

Asian...,;American

Other

Number of Years of College
Degree Received
Field or :t-fajor

IW/cc
8/9/73
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Listed below are some statements which some people agree to
and some 4isagree with. ' Please indicate to what extent you agree
or disagree with, the following:
1.

Social workers should take classes in Black history.
__Strongly
Agree

2.

Strongly
--Disagree

Slightly
---Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

_S1ightly
. DisB;gree'

Slightly
-,-Agree

whit~

__Strongly
Disagree

family life.

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_'_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

A BlaGk child raised in a 'Black family develops differently
than'a. White child rais~d in a White family.
__Strongly
Agree

8.

_Slightly
Agree

Blacks experience different life experiences than Whites.
__Strongly
Agree

7.

Strong'ly
--Disagree

Slightly
--Disagree

Black family life 'is different than
__Strongly
Agree

6.

_Slightly
Agree

With things as they are, most Black people would be better off
if they had Black caseworkers.
__Strongly
Agree

5.

Strongly

~-Disagree

Living conditions and life experiences in the Black Gommunity
,ar.e different than conditions in other communities.
Strongly,
-,-Agree '

4.

_Slightly
Disagree

Schools that train social workers shou14 make a special effort
to teach Black content.
_'_Strongly
Agree

J.

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

Slightly
--Disagree

___Strongly
Disagree

White social workers need to understand Black history in the
U.S.A. to work effectively with Black clients.
__Strongly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

_S~.ightly

Disagree
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__Strongly
Disagree

9.

Present social service in the Black community does not adequately
meet the ne~ds of B1aek clients.
__Strongly
Agree

10.

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

_Slightly
Agree

Slightly
--Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

An increased knowledge of the culture, values, and norms of
Black people would make me more effective in working with Black
clients.
_._Strongly
Agree

16.

__Strongly
Disagree

Schools of social work that train social workers should include
Black clients to participate in classroom discussions, lectures,
and rap sessions.
__Strongly
Agree

15.

_Slightly
Disagree

The field of social work needs more Black social workers.
__Strongly
Agree

14.

_Slightly
Agree

Schools of social work that train social workers should employ
Black teachers.
__Strongly
Agree

13.

__Strongly
Disagree

Social workers tend not to get involved with the Black connnunity.
__Strongly
Agree

12.

_Slightly
Disagree

Non-Black social workers should be aware of language differences
with Black clients.
__Strongly
Agree

11.

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

__Strongly
Disagree

Schools of social work should develop new treatment modalities,
interventions, and strategies for the treatment of Black clients.
__Strongly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Disagree
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__Strongly
Disagree

17.

Schools of social work should make a special effort to develop
awareness and understanding of the stereotypes, fallacies,
myths, and misconceptions about the Black population.
__Strongly
Agree

18.

_Slightly
Disagree

_Strongly
Disagree

Participating in this workshop has been'a different and reward
ing experience for me.
__Strongly
Agree

19.

_Slightly
Agree

_Slightly
Agree

Slightly
--Disagree

Strongly
--Disagree

More workshops oil the Black client would increase my knowledge
and competence in working with Black people.'
StrQngly
'--Agree

_S~ightly

Agree

_Slightly
Disagree

IW/cc
8/9/73
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__Strongly
Disagree

.. ....
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Bibliography
for Human 'Behavior and Social Environment Sequence
1.

Allen, William D., Africa t Sacramento, California, California
State Department of,Education~ 1964.
A descriptive and analytical study of African culture and values.
In tbis book Allen reviews different aspects,of ~frican life
stY;I.es.

2.

Aptekar, Herbert, A Documentary History of the Negro People in
American States, New York: Cita~el Press, 1968, Vols. I and II.
Volume I is a resource that gives ,an explicit documentary history
'of the Black man from colonial tim~s 'to the Civil War.
Volume II is a description of the Black man's role in history
from the civil war to the founding of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People in 1910.

3.

Baldwin, James, Nobody Knows l1y Name,'

New York, 1969.

Baldwin examines the problems facing Blacks in America. This
book discusses the myths that Whites perpetuate about .Blacks.
4.

Banks, James A., March Toward Freedom: A History of Black
Americans, Palo Alto, California, Fearson Publishers, 1970.
A chrOnological history of the Black American from African
history to the Black revolts in the 1960's.

5.

Banks, Jane A., and 9rambs, Jean Dresden, Black Self-Concept;
Implications for Edu~ational Social Science, New York, McGraw
Hill Booi~o., 1972.
Explores the various dimensions of Black self-concept to
delineate ways in which the schools could enhance the self
images of Black children. Also t to increase their academic
achievement and emotional growth.

6.

Bennett, Lerone, Jr., Before the Mayflower: A History of the
Negro in American, 16--19, 1964 t Baltimore, Penguin Books, 1967.
A Black journalist presents a unique account of the Black man's
existance before the coming of the Mayflower. He traces the
history of the Black man from Africa to the Civil Rights move
ment in America. Though not a scholarly achievement, it is both
insightful and enlightening.
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7.

Bennett, LerQne, Jr., Pioneers in Protest, Penguin Books, Inc.,
Baltimore, Maryland, 1969.
Portraits of such great Black pioneers as Crispees. Ahucks,
Benjamin Banneker, Marcus. Garvey, John Brown, etc. ThE;! author
gives a description of'Black pioneers and their contribution in
the making of America. A great insight of Black consciousne~s,
Black achievement, Black determination, and Black heroism.

8.

Billingsly, Andrew, Black Families in White Amer,ica, Prentice
Hall, Inglewood, N. J., 1968.
A Black sociologi~t presents a penetrating analysis of the
h:istQry, problems, and social situat'ions of black' families in
White America.

9.

Blake, Herman J., Racism at
1965.

~ Gre~t

University, 16, No.5, March

Blake gives a comprehensive description of institutional racism.
in eaucational sys·tems in AInerica. The author studies the effects
of racism on the Black stucfent both within the educational set
ting and life in general.
10.

·Boggs, James, Raci,sm and the Class Struggle" New York, Monthly
Review
A review of the civil rights from slavery to the. present. The
author traces the aevelopment of the revolutionary,movement
from the struggle in the South to ghettos in urban cities of
the North.

, . 11.

BTeitman, George, By Any Means Necessary, Pathfinder Press, Inc.,
New York, 19.70.
An excellent book on the political ideology and the movement of
Black liberation in America.' A great Black leader of the mid-60's,
Malcolm X, reveals the evolution of Black consciousness, Black
identity and White oppression.

12.

Brown, Claude, Manchild in the Promised Land, New York, Macmil
lian, 1956.
Brown's autobigraphical novel reveals how life can be for a
child growing up in Harlem ghetto. Descriqes vividly the
various forms of oppression and adaptive behavior used to
survive the experience.
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13.

Cade, Toni, The Black Woman: An Anthology, New American
Inc., ~ew York, 1970.

Lib~ary,

Bl9-ck women speaking out on soeio-economic, political issues
concerning the role of Black women in America. This book gives
a vivid picture of the thinking of today's Black woman.
14.

Chestang, Leon W., Character Development in a Hostile Environ-'
ment, Occasional Paper, No.3, November, 1972, Chicago, Illinois,
School of Social Service Administration, University of Chicago.
This paper attempts to briefly outline a conceptual model for
understanding Black character as it develops in response to
society's assaults. An excellent explanation of' the charac
teristic.'responses of Black Americans as they experience in
justice, inconsistency, and impoten,cy in a hostile environment.

15..

Cole, Robert, Children of Crisis: A Study of Courage and Fear,
Little, Browrr, & Co., Boston, 1967.
The author discusses the effect of racism'and segregation on
the social and psy~hological development of Black children.

16.

Conant, James, R., Slums and Schools, New York, McGraw-Hill,
1961.
This author examines the many problems facing Black youth in
ghetto schools., This book discusses the inadequate educational
experience encountered by Black children in ghetto schools.

17... Conton, W. F., Wes-t Africa in His tory, George Allen and Win,
Ltd., 1965.
An exciting book that explains the way of life for Black men
and women ~n West Africa approximately five thousand years ago.
This book gives a history of the culture of West Africa. This
book is important since it is believed that most Afro-Americans
came from West Africa.
18.

Cruse, Harold, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, New York,
Marrow, 1967.
A summary and analysis of the history of Blacks in America.
This book presents many theories of Black-White relationships,
and gives special attention to the role of Black intellectuals
in America.
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19.

'Daniel, Mapnix and Malcolm, Lowley~ Black~Cargo~s, A History
of ,the Atlantic Slave Tr~de, Viking Pr~ss, New York, 1962.
An excellent review on the origin of slavery in America.

20.

David, John,'American Negro Reference 'Book, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, Prentice H~ll, Inc., 1966.

An excellent account of the various problems that exist in
America's ghettos.
21.

Dollard, John, Cast and Class in a SOl1thern Town, Garden City,
Double day, 1949 •
.A White psychologist examines. the social structure 'of a small
southe~n town in the 1930's.

22.' Ellison, Ralph, Invisible Man, New York, Random House, 1947 •.
An excellent novel that deals with the, Black man's search for

identity.
23.

Franklin., John Hope, From$lavery to Freedom, 2nd Ed., N.Y.,
1964.
A general discussion of

24.

slav~ry

in the United States.

Freed, Leonard, Blacks in White America, Grossman Publishers,
N. Y., 1970.

An excellent summary and analysis of the history of Blacks in
America ~ The author presents a pho.tographic description of
what life is like·for Blacks in White America.
25.

Gains, Ernest. The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman, N•. y"
Bante~ Book Dial.
A concise sketch of the life of a'female Negro slave.

26.

Genovese, Eugene D., The Political Economy of Slavery, New
York, Pantheon, 1965.
A collection of studies on the economic reasons for slavery
and the conditions of slave life in the South.

27.

Geshwender, James, The Blac~ Revolt, Englewood Cliff, New
Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1971.
A review of the Los Angeles riots of 1965.

The author discusses
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how the inc~easing demands for justice by the Black population
led to violence in an urban ghetto.

28.

Greenberg, Jack, Race'Relatiorts'artd -American Law, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1959.
This book gives an excellent account of legal ramifications of
racial policy in the American legal system.

29.

Handlin, Oscar, The Uprooted Boston,
1951.

Lit~le,

Brown, and Cq.,

A descriptive and analytical study, of Negro life in the United
St~tes with a-particular focus on conditions in urban cities
that have large Black ghettos.
30.

Huggins, Nathan I., Harlem Renaissance, N. Y., Oxford University
Press, 1971.
This is an excellent historical account of the Har1en renais
sance. The book is an ev1uation of the earlier Black artistic
achievements, and the roles of Black intellectuals, reformers,
and leaders.

31.

Husbands, Ann, "The Developmental Task of the Black Foster
Child," Social Casework, Vol. 51, No.7, July, 1970.
An excellent article on the psychological growth, racial
identity, and personality development of Black children. In
cluded also, are g'ood suggestions to assist caseworkers in
their work with Black foster children.

32.

Hyland, Toney, The Castles of E1mina, Accra, Ghana, Ghana
Museum and Monuments, Inc., 1971.
Included in this book is a short history of the forts and
castles in Ghana. Many of these castles were used to house
the African slaves before they were shipped to America.

33.

Johnson, James Welden, Black Manhattan, New York, Alfred A.
Knopff, 1930.
An excellent discussion of life and problems of Black Har1en
and, its residents.

35.

Joseph, Stephen M., The Me Nobody Knows, New Y9rk, Avon Books,
1969.
A collection of writings by children of the ghetto in New York
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City, in an attempt to diminish the stigmas pinned on slum
area: children. Also gives a glimpse of the cognitive deve10p
meIl,t of 'B1ack chi14ren in the ghetto.
36.

Ki11ens, John Oliver, Black Uan'S.Burden, Trident Press, New
York, 1955.
A Black author giyes a personal account of the Black man's
burdens in America. He evaluates the race problem to be a
White problem.

37.

King, Larry L., Confession of a White:·Racist, New York, Viking
Press, Inc., 1971.
This book describes in great intensity, the life style, thoughts
of a white racist, and the psychological as well as sociological
effec.ts of racist attitudes, myths, and distorted beliefs of
White racists·.

38.

Knowles, Louis and Prewitt, Kenneth, "Institutional .Racism in
America, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice.Hal~, 1969.
Discussion of implications of racism in America.
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Bibliography
for Social Research Sequence
1.

Burkey, Richard M., Racial Discrimination and 'Public Policy in
the United States, D. C. Heath and Company, Massachusetts, 1971.
This book examines 'and evaluates the nature of racial discrimi
nation on public policy.

2.

Clarke, Kenneth, Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social Power, New
York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1965.
An excellent study on the political, socia~, economic, and
psychological ramifications of Black life' in an urban ghetfQ.

3.

Flax, Michael J., Blacks and 'Whites, Urban Insti'tute, Washing
ton, D. C., 1971.
Included in this book are the, results of statistical data on
the spcio-economi~ status of Black and White families from 1968
to the present.

4.

Ladner, Joyce, Tommorrow's Tomorrow, The Black Woman.
An excellent research study written by a Black female sociolo
gist. )}r. Ladner examines the attitudes of young Black low
income adolescent girls concerning marriage, education, Blackness,
men, and other topics. She examines the life styles of Black
women ,from a Black perspective, rather than from a pathological
approach which many White researchers use in their studies of
the Black family.

S.

Rainwater, Lee. Behind Ghetto Walls: Black Families in a
Federal Slum, Aldine Publishing Co., Chicago, 1970.
This book consists of research data obtained through studying
the problems of a public housing project originally aimed at
assisting the government agencies in developing more effective
social welfare programs. However, emphasis soon shifted toward
questions involving changes in the socio-economic system.

6.

Slater, Jack,rrHypertension: Biggest Killer of Blacks," Ebony,
Vol. XXVIII, No.8, June, 1973.
This study examines at length an illness found predominantly
among Black Americans. It reveals statistical data which
verifies the extent and effect of hypertension on Black people.
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7.

.'l'abb, William K., The Political EcoI}.omy of the Black Ghetto,
W. W. 'Norton & Co., I~., New York, 1970.
A study of the Black ghetto and the economic factors which help
to explain its origin pnd maintain its existence. Tabb also
examines the impact, of capitalism on the Ghetto and explores
stra~egies for ending Black exploitation and elements of oppres
sion within the economi~ and political system of the Ghetto.

8.

U• .s. Bureau of Census, The Social and Economic Status of the
Black Population in the. United States, U. S. Government Print~ng
Office, Washington" D. C.
A colle~tion of statistical data o~ the social and economic
st9tus of Black people in.the United States.

9.

Weaver, Robert, The Negro Ghetto, Russell Co., New York, 1967.
A .study of Negro life experiences in a housing project in Pruitt
Igo'e, St. Louis, Missouri's Black connnunity. The au thor. provides
a wealth of infor~ti6n on Black culture, adolescence and peer
group relationships, marriage, antl living conditions of Black
Americans.

10.

Youth in the Ghetto,
New York: 1964.

H~rlem

Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc.

This study is better known as the famous "Haryou-Act" repqrt on
A study of the anger, rage, frustrations, and hostility
of Black youth in a Harlem ghetto.

Harl~m.
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Bipli~graphy

for Social Welfare Policy Sequence
1.

Berner, Lawrence, "Law, Income, and B(,i\.rriers to Use of Health
Service," New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. CCLXXVIII,
No. 10, 1968.
the effects of racist medical policies dn minorities
and the -poor.

E~amines

2.

Blauster, Albert P. and -Robert L. Langrando, Civil Rights and
the American Negro: A Documentary History~ New York, Washing
ton Square Press, 1968.
Included in this book is an overyiew o~ Black Americans t en
counters with injustice, prejudi~es, and discrimination in the
U.S.A.

3.

Block, H~rman D., The Circle of Discrimination: An Economic
and Social Study of Black Men in New York, New York, New York
University Press, 1969.
This book identifies, analyzes, and documents the "circle of
discrimination" that has led to the Black mants economic
subordination in New York. Special emphasis is placed on em
ployment opportunities, politics, and trade unions.

4.

Boggs, James, Racism and the Class
Review.

Struggle~

New York, Monthly

A r.eview of the civil rights from slavery to the present. The
author traces the development of the r.evolutionary movement
from the struggle in the South to ghettos in urban cities of
the North.
5.

Brink, William and Louis, Harris, Black and White, New York
Simon and Schuster, 1966.
Brink and Louis present a comprehensive description of insti
tutional racism in the judicial system of America. This study
concludes that the existence of discrimination is more aifficult
to prove since prosecutors, judges, and juries are less aware
of ~nd open with their own racism.

6.

Burkey, Richard M., Racial Discrimination and Public Policy in
the U.S., Massachusetts, D. C. Heath and Co., 1971.
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ThIs is an excellent study of racial discrimination in America.
This book presents a research project that·will develop a theore
tical pe-rspective on the nature of racial discrimination in th~
U.S.A.
7.

Carmichael, Stokely and Charles V. Hamilton, Black.Power:
Politics of Liberation in America, Random House, 1967.

The

Two Black authors explore the various meanings of Black Power
in America. A real look at the political ideology of racism
and its implications ,on Black liberation.
8.

Caughey, John W. ~nd Ernest R. May, Land of the Free, Pasadena,
California, Franklin Publications, Inc., 1997.
This study e1tamines·the ciV"il rights movement, and the role' of
Whites in .the federal governm~nt.

9.

Cleage, Albert B., Jr '.' Black Christian Nationalism, New York,
William Morrow and Co., Inc. 1972.
This study examines the need for new directions for the Black
church and the need for a new Christian nationalism.

10.

Coleman, James S., Resources for Social Change:
U.S., New York, John Wiley and Son, Inc., 1971.

Race in the

This book provides a framework that will aid in describing and
distributing resources (power) among Blacks in the U.S.A. The
book raises basic questions and examines the power resources
that Blacks can utilize. The author presents a foundation
through which research can aid in bringing these changes about.
11.

Davis, Angelia Y•., If '!'hey Come in t;he Morning, Third World
Press, Joseph Okpahn Pub., Col, Inc., 1971.
The author gives a true ~escription of American injustice to
Blacks and discusses the hypothesis that all Black prisoners
incarcerated are political prisoners.

12.

Davis, David B., The Problem of Slavery in Western Cultures New
York, Cornell University Press, 1966.
This book is concerned primarily with the White communitiy's
attitudes toward ~lacks and the development of the legal struc
tures that supported the slave system in the New World.

13.

Donovan, John, The Politics of Poverty, New York, Pegasus, 1967.
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This book discusses 'the implications of the poor in the inner
city ta~ing control of programs that directly affect their lives.
It also empha~izes that if dramatic changes are not forthcoming,
the raci~l crisis is bound to deepen even though relief and
employment programs be improved.
14.

Douglas, Joseph, Racism in America: A 'Continuing Crisis, White
House Conference on Children and Youth, New York: National Con
ference of Chri-stians and Jews, Inc., 1970.
A distinguised sociologist examines the growing threat of racism
in American society. He deals with the dynamics of racism, its
effects on the psyches as,well as the soci~-economic life of
a nation and its implication' on 'international affairs. He clearly
defines the significant impact that racism has had on the Black
American population.

16.

Dye, Thomas R., The Politics of Equality, New York, Bobbs-Merrill
Co., Inc., 1971.
A unique study that deals with the history of the, development of
a racially stratified society, the patterns of political and
social forces that maintain this society, and the political
role of Blacks (and Whites) in meeting persistent demands
for changes in the relative statuses of the two races. The
author draws judiciously from the literature of sociology and
economics as well as from political science in presenting a
balanced view of the American Black's long and continuing search.
for full equality.

17.

Gayle, Adaison, Jr., The Black Situation, New York, Horizon
Press, 1970.
This book acknowledges what is going on in the minds of thinking
Black men in a White society, and its consequences for our time.

18.

Ginger, Ann ,F., Minimizing Racism, in Jury Trials,

Berkel~y,

1969.

Examines the social, political, and legal implications of the
trial of Huey Newton.
19.

Greeley, Andrew, Why Can't They 'be 'Like Us, New York, Dutton,
1971.
Presents a critique on America's failure to appreciate the
import~nce of ethnic groups in American society.

20.

Grier, George, Equality and
1966.

Beyon~,

47'- '

Chicago, Quadrangle Books,

, ...
Discusses a common reality practice known as
has been used by real estate agents.
21.

block-bus~ing

that

IIaskin, James, P~ofiles'in'Black Power, New York, Doubleday and
Co., Inc., 1972.
EXClmines the meaning of the slogan tlBlack Power". as defined by
eleven Black leaders who contributed to its development.

22.

Hawley, Willis D., Blacks and 1:ietropolitan Government: The
Stakes of Reform, Berkeley, Institute of Government Studies,
1972.
Examines the quest 'for reformation of the institutions that
shape public policies for Black urb~n Americans.

2'3.

Hickerson, Nathaniel, tlPhysical Integration is Not Enough,"
Journal of Negro Education, Spring, 1963.
This book deals with the racist educational policies of the
public school syst~m parti'cularly the tracking system.

24.

Jones, Edward H., Blacks in Business, New York, Grossett and
Dunlap, Publishers, 1971.
A brief history of the Black businessman and guide to action.
It is designed to give the reader a clearer understanding of
the Black b~sinessman and his problems, and suggestions for
action.

25.

Jordan, Winthrop, White Over Black: Ameri~an Attitudes Toward
the. Negro, University of North Carolinp. Press, 1968.
This study is concerned primarily with th~ White community's
attitude toward Blacks and the development of the legal struc
ture that supported the slave system in the New World.

26.

Kain, John F., Race and Poverty: The Economi~s of Discrimina
tion, New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969.
This study reveals the,debilitating economic effects of racial
discrimination in the labor market, in housing, and in educa
tion, and examines the attitudes of Blacks and Whites toward
civil rights and integration.

27.

Kalvin, Harry Jr., The American Jury, Boston, Little, Brown, &
Co., 1966.
This study discusses the inequality of the American judicial
system.
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28.

Kerner Riot Conunission Report: Re-e0rt of the National Advisory
Commission ort .Civf1Disdtder, U. S~. Government Printing Office,
1968.
A report on the study of urban violence. An extensive review
of the race riots in Detroit, Watts, and Newark.

29.

Kerper, Karen, The New Movement:
York, 1968.

Pdwer for the Powerless, New

Essays, quotes, and photos depicting life in America for 'the
poor and the Black American. America divided itself in,to youth,
against maturity, rich against poor, Black against White--those
who believe, artd those who don't.
'
.
30.

Lacy, Dan, The White Use of Blacks in America, New York, Atheneum,
1972.
'A review of the history of White racial politics. Recounts
the politics of Whites toward Blacks in America from 1619 to
the present; views and interprets the aggregate of laws,
judicial decisions, racial etiquette, extra-legal violence, and
personal attitudes that have marked 350 years. Examines the
conflic't between racial policy and American· ideals of liberty
and equality, pointing out that major chaI.lges ip. 'policy have
only been acnieved by force, or when Whites needed to use
Blacks' change.

31.

Lane, Robert E., Political Life, New York, The Free Press of
Glencoe, 19.60.
This study looks at the new non-partisan politics of the cities
emphasizing efficiency "and neutrality of officials. Consequently,
city governm~nt has become highly professionalized and unrespon~
sive to the opinions of any minorities.

32.

Lincoln, Eric C., 19 Anybody Listening to Black America?, New
York Sealuiry Press, 1968.
Lincoln discusses how Americans perceive themselves and their
place in society, and how they perceive each other across the
barrier of race. It presents a spectrum of Black opinion and
a spectrum of White response.

33.

McDay, Claude, Harlem:
1940.

Negro Metropolis, New York, E. P. Dutton,

The book focuses on the socio-economic problems of Negroes
during the depression years.
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34.

McIntire, Davis, Residertce and 'Race, Berkeley, Caltfornia,

19~O,!

Examines the racial discrimination in the purchasing and selling
of houses to minorities. This study was done in Berkeley,
California.
35.

Miller, Elizabeth W., The 'Negro in'America: A Bibliography,
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1968.
An annotated list of over 3,500 books, documents, articles, and
pamphlets on the Negro in history. Most of these articles were
published since 1954. A valuable collection of resources on the
~tudy of Negro life in America.

36.

Moore, Gilbert, A Special Rage, New York, Harper & Row, 1971.
This book is 'one of many books devoted in full or in part to
the Newton trial and members of the legal profession.

37.

Neiderhaffer, A., Behind the Shield, 'Garden City, New Jersey,
Doubleday, 1967.

38.

Ploski, Harry A., and Roscoe C. Brown, The Negro Almanac: The
Negro--His Part in America, New York, Belweather Pub., 1967.
An extraordinary reference book that contains a wealth of infor
mation on Black Americans. An overview of Negro history, stati.s
tical data on the Negro, and biographies ,of famous Black Americans.

39.

Rose, Peter L., Slavery and
Press, 1970.

It~

Aftermath, New York, Athenton

An excellent collection of articles written by Black professionals

concerning the significance of African culture on the Black
family. This book gives a detailed description of the impact of
slavery, the r~tention of Africanism, and the realities of
community and family life of Blacks in urban ghettos and the rural
South.
.

40.

Scharche, Don A., ~e Panther Paradox:
York, David McKay Co., Inc., 1970.

A Liberal Dilemma, New

This book examines a liberal's conception of the Black Panther
Party, its objectives, its leaders, and its members. It is a
critical examination done by a White liberal author whose racism
i.s
apparent from the beginning of the book.

41.

Sithale, Nelabaringi, African Nationalism, London, Oxford
University Press, 1968.
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The author examines the patterns of criminal injustices imposed
by White europeans on native Africans~ A relationship is drawn
between these patterns and ,those imposed on American Blacks by
White Anericans.
42.

Sloans, Irving, Blacks iIi America:' '1492...:.1970, Ocean Publications,
Inc., New York, 1971.
A chronological collection of true facts about Black history and
famous Black Americans.

43.

Thurow, Lester, Poverty and Discrimination, Washington, D.C.,
Brookings, 1969.
The book dlscusses' the problem of poverty in terms of discrimina
tion on the labor market'.

44.,

~alters,

Raymond, Negroes and the Great Depression, Connecticut,
Greenwood Publishing Co." 1970.
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